Work completed in Spring 2014:

1) **Readings** – Paired readings with modules and adjusted modules to incorporate readings with content and exercises
2) **Module Format** – Devised best plan to deliver information to students, hard copy and Moodle hybrid.
3) **Review** – Coordinated Department Review of readings and paired modules as well as revision of modules.
4) **Trial Implementation** – Coordinated the trial use of three modules in two different English 92 classes during spring 2014, which has helped to highlight some minor issues like: text heaviness and the progression of work or the need to break the modules up into sections for students.
5) **Revision** – Revised and added to template in accordance with departmental feedback and consensus.

Work to be completed in Summer 2014:

1) **Editing** – Edit and revise modules in accordance with student feedback from class trials. (Three different modules were implemented in two English 92 classes during Spring 2014, revealing ways to improve the modules to better meet student needs.)
2) **Instructor/Tutor Manual** – Create a manual for lab tutors and instructors to check module work.
3) **Orientation** – Organize an instructor orientation regarding module use for early Fall 2014
4) **Printing** – Send out final copies for printing
5) **Moodle** – Upload Modules and format on Moodle
Module Topics

- Texts: Grouping topics/articles
  - Mind
    - 9.5 The Multitasking Myth
    - 8.6 Again, and Again, and Again
    - 8.3 Martha Beck's 5-Step Plan to Keep Flakes on Track
  - Consumerism
    - 8.7 Floating Junkyard
    - 8.7 Backwash
    - 10.4 The Singer Solution to World Poverty
  - Social Media/Technology
    - 9.3 When Children Text All Day, What Happens To Their Social Skills?
    - 10.6 Can TV Promote Kids’ Social-Emotional Skills?
    - 10.6 Creeping Connectivity: Work and Life in a Hyper-Connected World
  - Food
    - 9.9 From Table to Farm
    - 10.0 Fossil Fuel for Breakfast
    - 10.2 Why We're So FAT & The French Are Not
  - Happiness
    - 9.9 Want To Be Happier TED Talk Transcript
    - 10.8 Just Say Hello- The Powerful New Way to Combat Loneliness
    - 11.5 How Happiness Changes With Age